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at any point during the game, if your characters and troops are healthy, you can build various structures to
augment their abilities, and you can call forth various divine effects to help you in battle. for example, you can build

a church to heal your troops and raise their health and accuracy stats. you can build a university to increase the
research of your troops, the amount of xp they receive, and your own research. you can build a tower to increase

the speed and accuracy of your units, or you can build a dungeon to call forth demons from the underworld to
increase your troops' strength, or you can build a lighthouse to increase the rate at which your troops are carried
over to the next battle. you can build an inn to increase the rate at which your troops are recruited, and you can

build a museum to increase the rate at which your troops learn new abilities. and you can build a castle to increase
the size of your forces, as well as to provide cover from attacks from the front and rear. as you can see, there's not
much reason to play dragon throne if you already know how to play three kingdoms. it's more of a novelty for fans
of the series or for those who want to relive their old three kingdoms experience. the game's graphics are decent,
but the animations are, well, quite poor. the units are somewhat difficult to animate, and the various scenes of the

game can look remarkably similar, with characters moving about a plain and an arrowless sky. the few battles,
however, are quite impressive, and the battle animations are crisp and detailed. there are a few instances in which

the game appears to have a bit of slowdown when you're moving around, but, overall, it's quite playable.
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at any point during the game, if your characters and troops are healthy,
you can build various structures to augment their abilities, and you can

call forth various divine effects to help you in battle. for example, you can
build a church to heal your troops and raise their health and accuracy

stats. you can build a university to increase the research of your troops,
the amount of xp they receive, and your own research. you can build a

tower to increase the speed and accuracy of your units, or you can build a
dungeon to call forth demons from the underworld to increase your

troops' strength, or you can build a lighthouse to increase the rate at
which your troops are carried over to the next battle. you can build an inn
to increase the rate at which your troops are recruited, and you can build
a museum to increase the rate at which your troops learn new abilities.

and you can build a castle to increase the size of your forces, as well as to
provide cover from attacks from the front and rear. as you can see,

there's not much reason to play dragon throne if you already know how to
play three kingdoms. it's more of a novelty for fans of the series or for

those who want to relive their old three kingdoms experience. the game's
graphics are decent, but the animations are, well, quite poor. the units
are somewhat difficult to animate, and the various scenes of the game

can look remarkably similar, with characters moving about a plain and an
arrowless sky. the few battles, however, are quite impressive, and the
battle animations are crisp and detailed. there are a few instances in

which the game appears to have a bit of slowdown when you're moving
around, but, overall, it's quite playable. 5ec8ef588b
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